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Rec Center adjusts hours to
reflect lower student enrollment
By Jason Henry
Reporter

The Student Recreation Center
has reduced its nighttime hours
following low enrollment.
Stephen Kampf, director of
Recreation and Wellness, said
the Rec Center will close one
hour earlier each night, excluding
Saturdays, which will remain the
same. The change went into place
on Monday.
"Due to the fact that the State
of Ohio has decreased funding
to the University and enrollment

"We were hoping
enrollment would
be higher than
projected..."
Stephen Kampf | Director

has dropped, funding for Rec and
Wellness is being decreased," he
said. "We're supported by general
fee, and this past year we obtained
$271,196 less in general fee."
Kampf said while the Rec

Center's revenue has been better
than anticipated this year, partly
from higher community membership sales and events, it has
not been enough to maintain the
previous hours.
"At this point, 1 think we've exercised all the different decreases in
expenses and possible increases
in revenue," he said. A budget for
next year will be created soon,
Kampf said.
"Hopefully, at those discussions,

COURTNEY STULAR
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DANCE MOVES: Sophomore Lauren Cadwallader. vice-president of the Latino
Dance Association, practices her salsa dancing.

SeeREC| Page?

Salsa dancing classes
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Honoring the victims

not hosting the games
in the 'Windy'
City, columnist

By Sarah Bailey
Reporter

Marisha Pietrowski
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Wanted: good,
helpful people

Students and city residents gather at area church to raise awareness
for local victims of domestic violence by telling their stories
By Megan Woodward
Reporter

Columnist Ryan Sullivan's
own good Samaritan

While they might be gone today,
the legacies and spirits of 54
women who died from domestic
violence in Northwest Ohio are
very much alive.
During the ninth annual
Northwest Ohio Silent Witness
Project Unveiling at the
Dayspring Assembly of God last
night, 54 women representing
the "silent witnesses" read the
gruesome stories of how each
died.
Each reader unveiled a silhouette with the victim's story displayed where their heart would
be.
Mary Krueger, director of
the University Women's Center,
was a part of the ceremony and
expressed the importance of
learning from domestic violence.
"It reminds the community
that this happens where we live,"
Krueger said. "1 hope it encourages Ipeoplel to get involved and
to prevent them from becoming
silent witnesses."
Senior Alisha Richmond
attended for her friend Linsi Light.
Light was killed by her boyfriend
from her own gun she purchased
for her protection in 2006.
"It is such a strong emotional
experience," Richmond said. "It
really made me want to go and
speak for the community and be
an advocate for the victims."
This was Richmond's second
time attending the Silent Witness
Event. Richmond expressed this
was the least she could do for the
spirit of her best friend from high
school.
"Linsi always wanted to live life
to the fullest, which makes me
want to help the world. Her grandfather died of cancer, so she was
planning on going to school for
cancer research," she said. "Her
mother now wants to help with
the awareness of domestic violence."
According to Krueger, the Silent
Witness Project began in 1990
in Minnesota to commemorate
women who were murdered by
domestic violence and to raise

experience sparks a
moral debate:
what would you

do? | Page 4
Florida
campus on
lockdown
The University of
South Florida was on
lockdown after a man
with a gun was spotted
and later arrested on
campus | Pag* 5

Falcons prepare

for MAC
After losing to Ohio
University on Saturday,
the Falcon's look
forward as they head
into the Mid-American
Conference in their
upcoming game
against Kent State
University | Pagt 7

Who would you
like to see perform
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at the Centennial

REMEMBRANCE: Alicia Caslillon's memorial candle burned at the Silent Witness
Project Unveiling yesterday. Castillon was a domestic violence victim in 2007.

Concert in January?

CITY
BRIEF

Mayor Quinn speaks at
City Council meeting

ABBEY BEAN
Freshman. Marketing
"Dave Matthews Band.
It's a well-liked band
and their songs
connect with people."

|P«>.4

L*

Mayor John Quinn read a statement
regarding the economic downturn within
the past lew years and addressed issues
affecting the city, including the rise in

local unemployment and decline in
University enrollment. Quinn also
addressed expected 2010 issues, including, but not limited to. a possible temporary 0.8 percent income tax increase,
budget cuts amounting to $228,900
and how to find and implement savings
throughout the city.
City Council unanimously passed the
following
■ An ordinance amending and

WITNESS

adopting Section 5309(A) of the Codified
Ordinances of the city related to the Fire
Division Composition
- An ordinance amending and adopting Section 35.08(A) relating to the Police
Division Composition
- An ordinance authorizing the city's mayor
to enter into a Housing Revolving Loan Fund
Administration Agreement
- An ordinance amending and adopting
Section 15040(D) relating to the fee for pro-

the classes were formed purely as a fun, learning opportunity for every type of person,
While many students may be Dey said. The organization
catching up on homework normally dances at the interSunday nights, some stu- national dinner for the World
dents opt to add some flavor Student Organization in the
to their dance moves instead. spring and helps plan events
Anyone can participate in asa pan of the Latino Student
the free salsa dancing classes Union.
Freshman
David
held by the Latino Dance
Association from 4 p.m. to Chesworth describes his
6 p.m. each Sunday night experience of learning dance
at the Student Recreational moves such as the Enchufla
Center, said president of the doble as "a new experience
and an opportunity to meet
association, Katie Dey.
"Basically, we have every- different people."
"I've
never
danced
one under the sun," Dey, a
sophomore, said, "There's before, so I wanted to try
anywhere from business to this," Chesworth said, "It's
economic to biology majors." not mandatory every time
The classes, with around either."
Michelle Bologna, a senior
15 to 20 participants each
time, offer lessons from and teacher of the program
beginner to advanced skill with seven years of Latin
levels, teaching a variety of dance experience, describes
dance including Tango, Cha- the program's diversity.
"We have students from all
cha, li.ii hn,i and Meringue,
Dey said.
See SALSA
:.!
Started four years ago by
the Latino Dance Association,

Students find unorthodox
ways to make money
By D'Erra Jackson
Reporter

"It was a nice

University students are finding creative ways to make
money.
Senior Megan Potts said
she donates plasma to help
pay her bills. She moved offcampus and found it to be
more expensive than living
on-campus.
"Donating plasma was so
easy," she said. "You pretty
much just sit there and you
make money."
During the summer, Potts
traveled to Findlay twice a
week with her sister and her
roommate to donate plasma.
She made about $40 to $50
a week. Potts also donated
plasma two summers ago.
"It was a nice little add-on
to my other paycheck since
I didn't work much because
not much was going on oncampus," she said.
Potts is in her fourth year
working at the Sun Dial.
Her older sister started
donating plasma in 2005 and
encouraged Potts to do the

cessing an S-District Site Plan
- An ordinance amending and adopting
Sections 150.05 and 150.55 concerning
agricultural animals
Action items postponed until Oct. 19
meeting:
-Ordinance 7955 amending and adopting Section 150.05 and 150.17(E) regarding
rain gardens
-Ordinance 7924 amending

little add-on
to my other
paycheck..."
Megan Potts | Senior
same.
"I want to donate now, but
it's so hard with classes and
all," she said. "I usually go
with my sister, but our schedules are pretty much opposite now. so it's just a summer
thing."
Potts also avoids eating
on campus to save money
because it is too expensive,
she said. Student dining
employees receive a 40 or 50
percent discount on food if
they work four hours or more
a shift, Potts said, but, she
usually only works about
three hours a shift. Many
students work at the Sun Dial,
so Potts does not get to work
See MONEY | Page 2

and adopting Section 150107(D).
Sectionl51.27(L)(5) and Section 151.28(F)
Discussion item:
-Parks and Recreation fee was increased
15 for all non-residents-approved by parkward for 2010. The Community Center has
changed its hours and will now be open an
extra hour from 550 am to 9 p.m
(Compiled by Chnstine Talbert; Next
Meeting is Monday. Oct. 19)
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY, OCT. 1
1:22 A.M.
Matthew Wilkens. of Doylestown.
Ohio, was cited for drug possession
and drug paraphernalia at Bromfield
Hall.
John Labrosse. of Hopevalley. R.I..
was sited for possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernal'3 at Bromfield Hall.

SATURDAY OCT. 3
1:52 A.M.
Tod Tolford. of Holland. Ohio, was
cited for underage consumption and
criminal damage on E. Wooster St.
John Bloomhardt. of New Concord.
Ohio, cited for underage under the
influence on E. Wooster St.
BENHUU THE BG NEWS
INTRO: Brittany Baker introduces the Silent Witness Project to the audience at last night's unveiling of the domestic violence siltoueltes

6:14 P.M.
Jonathan Schoonover. of Benton
Ridge. Ohio, was arrested for disorderly conduct with resistance of
arrest at Doyt Perry Stadium.
11:33 P.M.
Zachary Powell, of Westerville. Ohio.
was cited for underage under the
influence and disorderly conduct of
the corner N. Enterprise and Ridge
Streets.

SUNDAY OCT. 4
1:11A.M.
Jerrail Johnson-Blalarik. 20. of
Hanover Park. III., and Tattianna
Zollicoffer. 19. of Carpentersville. Illwere cited for obstructing official
business within the 300th block of E.
Wooster St.
1:29 A.M.
Brandon Starcher. of Northfield.
Ohio, and Stephen Hamlin, of
Strongsville, Ohio, were both cited
for disorderly conduct at Eppler
South.
2:11 A.M.
Complainant reported he was
threatened at Kamikaze's Bar.

2:29 A.M.
Todd Kerslake. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct
while intoxicated m Lot E
Zebadiah Wilson, of Jefferson. Ohio,
was cited for possession of marijuana in Mac West.

BEN HULL

THE BG NEWS

SPEAKING FOR A FRIEND: Speaker Jennifer Niederhoff witnesses on behalf of Linsi
Light, who was a victim of domestic violence in 2006.

3:01 A.M.
Residents within the 100th block of
S Prospect St were warned for disorderly conduct/loud noise.

WITNESS
From Page 1
awareness around the community. Kach October, many
places around the United States,
including Bowling Green, now
make these stories public to raise
awareness.
"It is easier for people to reduce
domestic violence to statistics,

3:13 A.M.
Daniel Baker. 32. of Bowling Green,
was arrested for inducing panic and
criminal trespass within the 20th
block of Tragalgar Bend.

2:23 P.M.
Complainant reported sometime
during the night unknown subjects
damaged his vehicle within the
200th block of Troup Ave. causing
$250 worth of damage.

REC
From Page 1
there are ways we can find to
bring those hours back." he
said. "But at this time, it's not
going to happen."
Recreation and Wellness has
been planning for the possibility of reducing hours since last
February, but did not know for
sure until enrollment numbers
were determined on the 15th
day of classes.
"We were hoping enrollment
would be higher than projected, but they came back even,
maybe a little less," he said.
The reductions were chosen
because those hours see the
lowest entry rate.
Those hours estimate about
eight to 15 student entries per
day," Kampf said. This estimation does not factor in those
who are already at the Red he
said.
Senior Chris Kabbani is not

6:02 P.M.
Linda Sworden. 53, of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft within the
1200th block of N. Main St.

11:35 P.M.
Mario Padron. 33, of Toledo, was
arrested for theft within the 1000th
block of N. Mam St.

ONLINE: Go to bgviewuoni for ihe
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
want to correct all factual errors IF
you think an error has been made, call
T>,,. BG News at 419-572-6966

hut the Silent Witness Project is
there to design statistics with stories," she said.
Before any of the witnesses
spoke, a survivor from domestic
violence, Johanna Orozco, shared
how she escaped her boyfriend
pointing two knives at her body
and later raping her.
"To this day, I do not remember that day; I don't know how I
got to the hospital." she said. "I

happy about the reduction.
T liked the convenience of
being able to come later, especially when you have later
classes. You can get out at ft or
9 p.m. sometimes," Rabbani
said.
He said he would not mind
a small increase in fees if it
would allow more hours.
"I would pay for the convenience." Kabbani said.
The RecCenter has increased
fees before, Kampf said. He said
he would hate to do it again.
The hours will only be
returned to normal if enrollment increases or if more revenue is generated, he said.
Senior Justin liohrbacher
said he does not use the Rec,
but he thinks people will not
be happy about the decrease
in hours.
"I'm sure there is money sitting around somewhere that
is not being used in the right
way," Hohrbachcr said. "Lots
of money is getting spent on

BENHUU

am happy and glad that I'm here
tonight to share my story to every
single one of you."
As the night concluded,
Michelle Clossick, executive
director of the Cocoon Shelter, a
local domestic violence center,
shared her thoughts on how to
eliminate domestic violence
"If you look up here, everyone
of these silent witness figures was
murdered by a man," she said.

sports and building new buildings. It is taking away from
activities that students could

do."

NEW STUDENT
REC HOURS:
Now Rac Center
hours:
Monday-Thursday
6 a.m. -10 p.m.
Friday
6 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday
Noon - 9 p.m.
Sunday
Noon -10 p.m.
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SALSA
From Page 1

over the world and a variety
of ages as well," Bologna said,
"Students are from places such
as Hong Kong, Bolivia, Russia
and other European countries.
In addition to undergraduate
and graduate students, we've
even had professors."
After studying abroad and
learning dances such as the
Rueda Cubana or "Casino
Style," Bologna and two other
graduate studentsdecided they
liked it so much they wanted to
make it a class.

From Page 1

FRUGAL
$>MU!NWl

Clossick said the vast majority
of domestic violence homicides
are committed by men, but realizes there are males who were at
the event wanting to eliminate
domestic violence.
T think the men who are here
stepping up arc amazing," she
said. "Men need to come together
to help men challenge behavior
and we need to hold perpetrators
accountable and when we do

MONEY

fimiM w:>

3*
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REMEMBERING: Senior Alisha Richmond and Junior Emily Roerig react to the loss of their
friend Linsi Light in 2O06. Light was a victim of domestic violence at the hands of hei ex-boyfriend.

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

i-i-CREDII UNION

as much as she would like.
Eating off-campus is not any
better, she said.
"Buying groceries is so expensive," she said. "When it got to
the end of the semester last year,
1 was pretty much just trying to
find the cheapest thing to buy."
According to an August 2009
study from the Department
of Agriculture, grocery prices
increased from July to August.
The study revealed beef prices
increased 1.1 percent, poultry
increased 0.9 percent, eggs
jumped 5.9 percent and bakery
products increased by 0.2 percent.
Junior Jake Richman said he
works odd jobs to make money.
"ITIgetacalloverthe weekend
and maybe have three people
who want their places cleaned
or something built," he said.
"I'll help people if they need to
write a paper or I'll give tutoring sessions and other stuff like
that."
Richman also encourages
others to be more conscious
of the financial situation. He is
a member tt\ Freedom, a non-

that, we'll end domestic violence."
But no matter what positives
come out of the event, there is
still too much tragedy occurring
each year, speaker Brittany Baker
said.
"Having a single silent witness
is way too many, but having 54 is
outrageous." Baker said. "It is our
hope by sharing these stories of
girls and women, we will increase
awareness of this issue."

"It's such a stress reliever and
a great way to start your week."
Bologna said.
Dey described the classes
as a good source of exercise
and a fun learning experience.
Participants can wear whatever they are comfortable
wearing, whether that's heels
or flats.
"Then you can show your
friends a new dance move."
Dey said.
Chesworth
encourages
everyone to check out what the
Latino Dance Association has
to offer.
"Come find out. It's always
worth trying," he said.

hierarchical student and community organization started in
2006 dedicated to social justice,
cultural awareness and the art
of human expression. Richman
said freedom deals with different student issues, such as budget issues, to improve student
and community life and "to be
the energetic student voice."
"I just try to make people
aware outside of their own
bubble that the financial situation is larger on a university
and national level and something needs to be done," he
said.
Sophomore Esosa Oshodin
gets money from her family to
help pay for tuition and other
expenses, such as books and
clothes.
"My parents pay me about
$25 a week to babysit my two
younger sisters." Oshodin said.
The pay is cool and watching
her sisters is not too bad. she
said.
Oshodin works for her grandfather as well. HepaysherSlOO
a month to make him breakfast
two to three times a week.
" I enjoy the work because I get
to spend time with my grandfather and t he pay is pretty good,"
she said.

CAMPUS
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USG seeks student
input with polls
By Matt Lius*
Reporter

PHOTO PBOVIDEO 8Y SIGM* PHI EPSIION
PRETTY IN PINK: Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity brothers stand proud in their pink shirts they sold lor breast cancer awareness. The group raised $1,400 lor the Susan G Koman Breast
Cancer Foundation

Sigma Phi Epsilon raises funds
for breast cancer awareness
By Chriltilll Springer- Lewis
Reporter

The first week in October is
marked as the University's
homecoming. This year, however, one campus organization
wanted to do something different.
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
decided to use homecoming
week as a time to raise awarenessforbreastcancer.University
alumnus David Chambliss

came up with the idea.
"I knew that October was
breast cancer awareness month
as well. I figured it was for a
good cause." Chambliss said.
When Chambliss contacted
the guys of Sigma Phi, he said
they were enthusiastic. Their
plan was to sell as many pink
shirts as possible to raise money
for the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation.
Current Sigma Phi president
Zack Ankrom led the fundrais-

"This is the first year we've
done this. We hope to accomplish awareness with everyone
on campus," he said.
In the end, Sigma Phi sold
226 shirts and raised $1,400, just
S100 short of their original goal.
The fraternity focused most
of their efforts on selling to the
Greek and alumni community.
The sororities supported Sigma
Phi by buying a majority of the
shirts and wearing them at the

homecoming parade.
Pi Beta Phi President Stepfa n ie
Baddour said she was really
impressed with Sigma Phi. She
also added that she would definitely want to see the fundraiser
go on to become a tradition.
Ankrom said he was looking
forward to continuing the fundraiser and having it become a
regular event.
"We just came up with the
idea, but next year maybe we
can do more," he said.

GETTING CRAFTY

After weeks of tough decisionmaking and heated debates,
it was a quiet meeting for
the Undergraduate Student
Government last night.
Nonetheless, the members
were back in full swing, tackling new issues.
A resolution was presented
by College of Education and
Human Development Sen. |oe
Edens calling for a "straw vote
Of the undergraduate student
bodv regarding a S20 Shuttle
fee."
The resolution was asking to
hold a poll from the students
on the University's home page,
similar to how elections are
held. It was voted on as emergency legislation and approved
under unanimous consent.
"I want to see the student
body's opinion; their real
raw opinion," Edens said, lie
planned on discussing the
issue early in order to prepare
for the vote, which will be held
Nov. 16, to question the option
of providing the University
with "necessary funds to continue and expand operations of
the shuttle service," the resolution stated.
The fee would also work
towards adding a downtown
route "that has been historically requested by the undergraduate student body," according
to the proposal.
Edens said he worked with
Student Welfare Committee
Chair Chris Schiazza. who "put
forth a lot of hard work" and
was the "driving force" behind
the idea.
The resolution did spark
some debate within the Senate.
College of Business Sen.
Nicholas North questioned
why a vote would he needed
if senators are voted into their
seats to represent the student
body.
Sen. At-Large Elyse Faulk
also added even with the issue
of the Stroh Center last year,
the vote they held for it had a
low turnout.
"I don't even think half the
student body turned out for
|the Stroh vote,]" Faulk said.
"It's not fair that laroundl 2,000

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some ertfits talen from events bqsueou

8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Exhibit #4: "Life at the
Edge of the Forest"
Union Gallery Space

students represent a body of
laboutl 18,000 students."
Arts & Sciences Sen. Danielle
McConnell disagreed.
"We represent the student body,
and 500 is better than the 40
[members of IJSG.P McConnell
said.
Edens felt it was important to
include a Student vote.
"We didn't want to go ahead
and make these decisions, given
each student's different economic situation," Edens said.
Sen.At I .argeAndrewFortlage
also said. "I think anything dealing with money, people will turn
out for."
I he most debate regarding
the resolution came from the
last line of the proposal stating the online ballot vote will
stand as "the official opinion of
the student body." Many members felt the results of the vote
should only stand as a factor to
take into consideration, not as
the final opinion of the student

body.
Edens, as well as Schiazza.
assured their intent was only to
gather information, not to use
it as the final opinion of the
body. The wording of the resolution was questioned, which
moved on to he changed after
North suggested the line read
the results of the vote to only be
used "in consideration."
Treasurer Brian (lerker also
covered USG's semester expenses so far for the months of
August and September, which
included a S48:i deposit for new
polos and T-shirts, a $34.50
phone bill for each months
and the fall stipends paid to
President Stindeep Mutgi, Vice
President Kevin Basch, Chief
Administrator Melinda Grooms
and Speaker Leo Almeida which
totaled $9,820. As previously
reported. USG's budget is funded by student fees.
Also covered last night. Sen.
At-Large Sean l.ut/mann proposed a motion that required
the names of the senators and
the votes they cast during roll
call votes, except for unanimous consents, in the minutes, which documents what
occurs during meetings. With
a vote of 28 approvals and two
declines, l.utzmann's motion
was approved.

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Gavin DeGraw to play
at January Centennial
Concert
Musician Gavin DeGraw will be the
headlining musical act for the University s

CHRISTINA MCGINNS I THtBGNEWS
CRAFTY: Juniors Kimberly Thornton and Jamillah Smith decorate tote bags during the Union's Craft Break yesterday. The Union is sponsoring the series of Craft Breaks that will be

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
Pub Unplugged
Black Swamp Pub

gang on Oct. 19 and Nov. 2.16.50. 'Its been pretty successful." said Ashley Ruffing. Craft Break event coordinator. "It's a great way for students to take a break from classes and studying"

Centennial Concert.
Announced during halftime at
Saturdays football game, the performance
will be one of the first events commensing
the 100th anniversary of the Umversitys
inception

Film exposes injustices toward African children

The concert will be held Jan 10.2010
at Anderson Arena. Ticket prices have not
yet been announced.

By Jessica James
Reporter

Last night, students gathered in
the Union Ballroom to experience a real world crisis destroying the lives of thousands of
African children.
The humanitarian group
Invisible Children presented a
documentary depicting the lives
of child soldiers being forced to
fight in the longest running war
in Africa.
According to the documentary, since 1986 Africa has been
in conflict with the leader of the
Lords Resistance Army, Joseph
Kony, a self declared profit who
has been terrorizing African villages and killing millions. With
300,000 child soldiers under
the age of 15 fighting, Kony's
rebellion has turned the Congo
into one of the most dangerous
parts of the world. The LRA has
captured and killed nearly two
million people since the conflict began 23 years ago, and has
forced an army of children to
fight and die for a war they know
nothing about.
Roadies from the organization's headquarters in San Diego
traveled across the country
promoting awareness for the
Invisible Children conflict. Paige

Hollensed, a California roadie,
spoke of the Schools for Schools
program which helps rehabilitate underdeveloped schools in
Africa destroyed by war.
"Schools for Schools takes colleges from across the country
and gives them a sponsor school
in Africa," Hollensed said.
Bowling Green has a school
in Northern Uganda which is
an all boys school consisting of
1,200 students. Profits help pay
for the reconstruction of the
damages that has been caused
by the LRA.
Since the release of the video
in 2003, activists across the
country have received national
recognition and hope students
help show their support by signing petition cards for glottal
involvement. When the organization receives 250,000 signatures, the cards will be delivered
to the Obama administration to
help pass a congressional bill
to support the rescue of Kony's
child soldiers.
Freddie Simmons, University
Activities Organizations director of the comedy and speaker
programing, collaborated with
Alpha Phi Omega to bring this
event to the University.
"What we are really trying
to do is offer diversity at the'

University to show our support
for the movement and help out
any way we can," Simmons said.
The film left many students
stunned and anxious to help
support the cause. Junior Ricky
Mays said the event made him
want to join Invisible Children
and have an impact on the lives
of the enslaved children.
"The film was intense," Mays
said. "It was a lot to take and
try to understand with what
these people, children are
going through. I am going to
get involved and try to support
a cause I really feel passionate
about."
University students can do
something about the conflicts
in Uganda and the Congo.
Sophomore Candace Padilla,
University Invisible Children
team leader, hopes the event
promotes the awareness the
child soldiers need.
"1 am looking for students to
get passionate about this issue,"
Padilla said. "The more people
who are passionate about it, the
more people talk about it, the
more people know about it."
If students would like to support the Invisible Children
organization, they can contact
Candace Padillaatcpadill^bgsu.
edu.

DeGraw is known for his chart-topping
pop hits, such as 2004s "I Don't Want to
Be" and 2008s "I'm in Love With a Girl'

[

The BG News has an opening for a qualified
student to work part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours

• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So or Jr, Business or IPC major

• Own transportation
• Detailed oriented

• Interested in advertising
or sales career

Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

FORUM
r t U r L t UN

"It's such a stress reliever and a great way to start your week"
- Michelle Bologna, senior, on the salsa dancing class she teaches [see story, pg. 1].
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Who would you like to see perform at the Centennial Concert in January?

til' Wayne. A lot of

"Get the Fugees back

"Kelly Clarkson.

"Family Forte 5.

people would like

together and tell

because she's

They have an

that."

them to do it big."

amazing."

amazing live show."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tor

KAITLIN GRAFT,
Freshman.
Athletic Training

Alter losing bid for
the Olympics to Rio,
Chicago is given a
renewed perspective

Last Friday, the International
Olympic Committee (ioo
announced that the 2016
Summer Olympics will take
place in Rio de laneiro, Brazil.
It will be the first time the
games will be held in South
America and the excitement in
the city was palpable. Simply
from watching footage of Rio de
laneiro residents learning of the
honor, I felt a lot of happiness for
the people of a city that I have
never been to in my life (and
probably never will due to a fear
of flying), and one to which I do
not have a personal connection.
Unfortunately, Rio's gain was
also America's loss. Chicago
was a top contender for the 2016
games and was eliminated by
the IOC, along with Tokyo, in the
first round, leaving Madrid and
Rio to square off for the honor.
Chicago's bid for the games
was put forth with plenty of fanfare: President Barack Obama.
first lady Michelle Obama and
Oprah Winfrey made the trip to
Copenhagen. Denmark, in order
to persuade the IOC to pick their
hometown as the next in a line
of American Olympic host cities.
The city began campaigning for
the games years ago and raised
millions of dollars for the bid
through private donations.
It is no doubt sad that Chicago
lost the bid. It's a wonderful city,
and hosting the games would
have been a great boost to
the pride of a city (and statel
plagued with crime, corruption
and economic woes. However,
it's also important to celebrate
the fact that a unique country
and continent will have the
honor of hosting the games in
2016and recognizethat Chicago
will not have to undergo such an
exhaustive process of preparing
their city for the games.
One of the most prevalent
questions Chicagoans had
regarding the games was. "How
can the city afford to host such
a massive event?'' While the
money may have come from
mostly private donations, time
and energy that could be devoted to cleaning up the streets of
the city or improving transportation and public schools would
have still been required by city
officials.

There is no way that the games
could be pulled off without
the help of Chicago Police and
other emergency crews. While
the games would be seven years
from now, and the current situation in the city may change —
there is a trend of murders and
violent crime — at the moment,
the city is facing numerous
challenges with its own citizens.
Would it be able to deal with the
strain on the infrastructure and
public services? We won't know,
but now Chicago can move on
from the possibility of hosting
the Olympics to fixing its issues.
The IOC's decision should not
be viewed as anti-American any
more than it should be viewed
as anti-Japan or anti-Spain for
not hosting the games in those
countries. Only one city could
win the title, and Rio suffers
from many of the same socioeconomic problems as Chicago,
so it is wrong to blame the rejection on a problem that many
major metropolitan cities face.
The United States has hosted eight Olympic Games since
1904. Comparatively, this will
be the first time Brazil has hosted an Olympic game, setting a
precedent for the country, as
well as the entire continent of
South America. While it's difficult to say whether or not this
was Chicago's last shot at hosting the games or not, it's likely
that an American city will host
the games again in due time.
Rio should be celebrated for
persuading the IOC to take a
chance on the continent, using
Rio as its representative to the
world.
It's not necessarily a positive
that Chicago lost the bid, it's
just that it's easier to look at the
rejection by the IOC in a somewhat positive light. Chicago
saving money and hassle by not
hosting the Olympics may not
outweigh an individual's disappointment in not being able to
see the events in their home
city or country, but it's worth
considering.
It is now Rio de laneiro's
responsibility to host the games
in seven years and, hopefully,
they will be able to work within
their resources to put on a good
show. The IOC obviously believes
in Rio enough to award them
the games and it will be interesting to see how the city prepares
for such a historic event.
Respond to Marisha at
thenews@bgnews.com

ALEXBOYERS,
Sophomore.
Digital Arts

BROOKE GUDGELL.
Freshman
Sociology

KYLEOGDEN.
Senior.
Supply Chain Management
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feedback at bgviews.com
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Good Samaritans missing from society

There is a special that runs
on ABC every once in a while
called "Primetime: What
Would You Do?"
It is a hidden camera show
where they put people in various situations and film their
reactions. The people on the
show don't know they are being
filmed until after it is over, so
their reactions are genuine.
In the show, people were put
in situations where they would
have to make a split-second
decision on whether or not to
help somebody in need or just
ignore the situation.
After the scenario played
itself out, the people were told
they were being filmed and
asked for their reactions and

what they would do differently
or felt like they should have
done.
On Sunday night, the call
for me to help my fellow man
came and went unanswered
and to be honest, I am wracked
with guilt about it now.
Any time I was asked a hypothetical question about whether or not 1 would help somebody by the side of the road.
If the situation arose, I always
answered that I would be their
knight in shining armor and
stop to help them, no matter
what. I must say that it was
rather difficult to learn that
I actually just keep right on
going.
When leaving a gas station
late at night, somebody asked
me if I could give his car a
jump-start.
It was then that I also discovered that improvisation
was not a strong suit of mine.
I mumbled something to the

effect of my car wasn't in a
good situation to help and then
stood awkwardly for about five
minutes while he kept trying to
talk to people who entered the
store and 1 pumped my gas and
eventually drove away.
These are the things that,
though often quickly forgotten,
define us as human beings.
When was the last time you
did something to help somebody else in need when it
wasn't a requirement? I know
it is sometimes not the easiest thing in the world, putting
somebody else before you,
and there are some that would
argue it goes against human
nature to do so. But sometimes,
you just have to step up and do
what's right.
The level to which people go
out of their way not to help people has gotten dangerous. The
Carnegie Mellon University
Police Department even goes
so far as to teach people to

scream "Fire!" along with yelling that they are being raped
or assaulted, because people
are more likely to assist if they
believe there is a fire.
Now. I would like to say that
I am not advocating jumping
in and stopping a beating or
attempting to catch a purse
snatcher if you see one, but
maybe stepping up and calling
the police instead of standing
around watching.
And yes, I realize that after
my gas station incident, I am
probably the last person who
should be giving advice about
how people should live their
lives. I just would like to state,
on the record, that the next
time the call goes out for me to
do the right thing, I will answer
on the first ring instead of letting it go to voicemail.
Respond to Ryan at
thenews@bgnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND
CARTOONISTS!!!!
Need a place to voice your opinions? The
Forum section is looking for more people like
you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;
■ E-mail us at thenews'Pbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA POTTHOFF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

k

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the paper
and online extras..

BLOWING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

KATE SNYDER. MANAGING EDITOR
BECKY TENER. CAMPUS EDITOR
ELLA FOWLER. CITY EDITOR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area

TAYLOR RICHTER. DESIGN EDITOR

E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

ANDREW HARNER.SP0RTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDLIN, FORUM EDITOR
HEATHER UNDER. PULSE EDITOR
HANNAH SPARLING. IN FOCUS EDITOR
ANDY 0UR1EL, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU. WEB EDITOR
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS.MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy

JEFF H0UNSHELCOPY CHIEF
ALAINABUZAS. PHOTO EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns since
2000.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month manimum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are primed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing lor length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

NATION

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

NATION BRIEFS
Man guilty of
murdering boy in
Georgia trailer park
BRUNSWICK. Ga.- A jury
deliberated foe about two hours yesterday before finding a Georgia man
guilty of murder and child molestation in the death of a 6-year-old boy
whose body was later discovered
wrapped in trash bags and dumped
near a road.
The jury in coastal Brunswick
convicted David Edenfield. 61. in
the March 2007 sexual assault and
choking death of young Christopher
Michael Barrios.

Two ex-death row
inmates released
from Oklahoma
prison
OKLAHOMA CITY-Two men
who spent nearly 15 years on death
row for the 1993 killing of a teenage
girl during a dnve-by shooting in
Oklahoma City were released from
prison after prosecutors dropped
the murder case against them.
Yancy L. Douglas. 55. and Paris
L. Powell. 56. both walked out
of the Oklahoma County Jail on
Friday after prosecutors decided
they could not successfully retry the

KG NEWS
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Clinton lends
shine to lusterless
California campaign
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Former

symptoms that a Catholic elemen-

to block the release of documents

supported the ouster of Honduias'

tary school in the Cincinnati area

generated by lawsuits against

president traveled there yesterday

slow-starting campaign for

has decided to close for the rest of

priests in Connecticut foi alleged

to meet with the interim govern-

California governor.

this week.

sexual abuse.

killing the boy. then hiding his body.

ment and to pressure President

The justices turned down a

Barack Obama to sanction the

cacy for same-sex marriages, has

suburban Cheviot (SHEH'-vee-uht)

request by the Roman Catholic

upcoming Honduran elections

lagged in early polls and fundraising

has canceled classes for today and

diocese in Bridgeport

for the 2010 race behind another

tomorrow Students were already

potential Democratic rival. Attorney

scheduled to have Thursday and

the release of more than 12.000

part of a broader effort to challenge

General Jerry Brown

Friday off because of a teacher

pages from 25 lawsuits against six

the Obama administrations Latin

conference.

priests.

Clinton will headline a private

In a way. Clinton's appearance
is returning a favor. Last year,
Newsom was a high-profile sup-

men's convictions in 2006 after

porter of Hillary Rodham Clintons

ruling that a "linchpin" witness in

presidential bid before she withdrew.

their cases. Dernck Smith, received

Brown and Bill Clinton were rivals

School secretary Kathy Mathis

American policy.

since the diocese settled the cases

kindergarten through 8th grade

in 2001. Courts in Connecticut have

students - more than a third of the

ruled that the papers should be

total - either called in sick yester-

made public

day or went home early with flu-like

ers refuse to recognize interim
President Roberto Micheletti. who
i

improvement from last week, when

..-:■ following a June coup

say the Nov. 29 election will be
The decision ends a legal battle

illegitimate unless Zelaya is restored

that diagged on for years and could

Administrators had hoped to see

■

that ousted Manuel Zelaya They

>' comes to some compro-

shed light on how recently retired

a deal from prosecutors that was

for the 1992 Democratic presidential

never disclosed to the defense. That

nomination. In one debate. Clinton

as many as 60 students were out

handled the allegations when he

live some 90 miles away, and the

ruling was upheld earlier this year by

said Brown made "a lying accusation

each day.

was Bridgeport bishop.

jurors were sequestered in Brunswick.

a federal appeals court

about my wife."

60 miles south of Savannah.

Obama and many world lead-

The records have been under seal

says at least 75 of the school s

ailments

Its the second trip there by a
GOP delegation in a week and is

Several newspapers are seeking

jury was selected from residents who

Because of pretrial publicity, the

'icm South Florida who-

St. Martin of lours School in

The mayor, known for his advo-

District Attorney David Prater said

been charged with molesting and

n ree U S tepresen-

Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsoms

in prison.

ing His wife and grown son have also

■'

Angeles to help raise money for San

visit with students at a local college.

A federal judge dismissed the

.'

NEW HAVEN. Conn -The

tativi

ing stories from the key witness.

pects to stand trial for the boy's slay-

Florida GOP lawmakers to visit new
Honduras president

Supreme Court refused yesterday

to sentence Edenfield to death or life

yesterday.

CHEVIOT. Ohio (AP)-So

Court won't block
release of sex abuse
papers

many students are out sick with flu

fundraiser for Newsom after they

Edenfield rs the first of three sus-

Ohio area school
closes because of
sick students

President Bill Clinton is in Los

men for murder because of conflict-

The jury now must decide whether
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mise with the current government.

New York Cardinal Edward Egan

The Organization of Amencan
States has refused to observe the
elections

- John Christoffersen (AP)

-LauiaWides-Munoz(AP)

-Sean Murphy (AP)

- Russ Bynum (AP)

Obama pitches health care plan in front of doctors
Support rallied by Obama in anticipation of Senate and House debates
trade-off," he told reporters and the noise and all the distractions
editors from The Associated that are out there, 1 think what's
Press in an interview yesterday. most telling is that some of die
After the Finance Committee people who are most supportWASHINGTON — On the
cusp of a key legislative push, finishes its work, Senate ive of reform are the very mediPresident Barack Obama yester- Democratic leaders will meld cal professionals who know the
day filled the Rose Garden with it with a more liberal-leaning health care system best," said
doctors supportive of his health version passed by the Health, Obama, flanked by four doctors
care overhaul, saying "nobody Education, Labor and Pensions on stage for good measure.
But Sen. |ohn Barrasso, R-Wyo.,
has more credibility with the Committee. The House also
American people on this issue must combine differing ver- an orthopedic surgeon for 25
sions of its own bills before years, said many doctors, nurses
than you do."
and patients strongly oppose
Obama's White House event opening floor debate.
Republican opposition to the Obama's proposals.
gave him another chance to
They are gready alarmed at
frame the debate on his terms Democratic-crafted bills has
as his top domestic priority been almost unanimous thus proposed cuts in Medicare,
enters its most critical phase far in Congress, but a few former which is the main source of
with legislation moving toward GOP officials have had kinder health care for many people
in Wyoming and elsewhere,
floor debates in the Senate and things to say about them.
Tommy Thompson, a 2008 Barrasso said in an interview
the House.
The
Senate
Finance presidential candidate who yesterday. He said doctors and
Committee is expected to clear headed the Health and Human hospitals also want provisions
its long-debated, intensely Services Department under to protect them against "abusive
scrutinized bill this week. Sen. President George W. Bush, lawsuits" by people claiming
Debbie Stabenow, D-Mich., said said yesterday the Finance malpractice.
Obama broke no ground in
a vote originally expected by Committee bill "is another
today has been pushed back, important step toward achiev- his comments. He outlined
because the Congressional ing the goal of health care the tenets of his health reform
plan: expanded and affordable
Budget Office is still crunching reform this year."
Bill Frist, a heart surgeon health coverage options for tens
cost and coverage numbers.
The latest version of the and former Senate Republican of millions of people, strengthfinance bill will cover fewer leader, told Time magazine ened protections for those who
people, after senators last week he would vote for the finance already have insurance, and
softened penalties for not carry- bill if he were still in Congress. more time for health professioning health insurance. Stabenow Both Frist and Thompson said als to help patients with prevensaid she expects it will cover the bill could be improved by tative and healing care.
Obama said the country has
92 percent or 93 percent of amendments, however.
As a visual plug for Obama's heard all sides of the debate over
Americans, down from about 95
percent in earlier versions. The efforts, the White House the last few months and the time
penalties were reduced because arranged yesterday for the to act is now.
"I want to thank every single
there's not enough money in president to have some 150 docthe $900-billion, 10-year bill to tors representing all 50 states doctor who is here." Obama
provide subsidies for all middle- arrayed in the sun-splashed said. "And I especially want
lawn area just outside the West to thank you for agreeing to
class households.
White House budget director Wing. To make sure no one fan out across the country and
Peter Orszag acknowledged the watching at home or catching make the case about why this
tension between keeping down news footage later would miss reform effort is so desperately
costs and the goal of providing the point, the physicians wore needed. You are the people who
know this system best. You are
their white lab coats.
coverage for all.
"When you cut through all the experts."
"There's no doubt there's a
By Charles Babington
The Associated Press

One in custody after gunman
reported on Florida campus
By Christine Armarlo
The Associated Press

TAMPA, Fla. —The University of
South Florida was locked down
yesterday after someone reported a man with a gun and a bomb
near the library, and police had
one person in custody.
There were no immediate
reports of shots fired or injuries,
and it was not clear whether the
person in custody was tied to the
original report and whether that
report was real or a hoax.
Campus police said they asked
the Tampa police bomb team
to investigate the belongings of
the person taken into custody.
A second person reported to be
carrying a knife on campus was
detained yesterday afternoon,
but police said they believe that
was unrelated.
The first call came in at 1:36
p.m. to the Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Office, who transferred
it to campus police.
Students on campus were

interrupted by a loud siren. An
announcement over a loud
speaker said there was an
intruder and students should
stay inside and lock their doors,
said Amanda Barnes, an 18-yearold international studies major.
Administrators also sent several text messages to students.
"A lot of people were like, 'OK.
I'm going to go up to my room,
and no big deal,'" Barnes told
The Associated Press. "A couple
of people were like, 'Oh my God.
I'm so scared.'"
Another student, Hannah
Quill, told the St. Petersburg
Times she heard the loudspeaker
message too.
"It sounded like one of those
tornado alarms up north," she
said. "Everyone is like in classrooms on lockdown. I saw quite a
few police cars heading towards
the front of campus."
Lt. Meg Ross, of the USF Police
Department, said a man was
taken into custody yesterday
afternoon after he stood up on

a campus bus and stated that
he was the person authorities were looking for. Police
responded to the scene and
were able to get him off the
bus.
"As 1 understand it. he did
respond to our commands,"
Ross said.
The man's name was not
released, and Ross could not
say if he was a student.
"We cannot determine as of
yet whether it is the person
we were looking for," she said.
"He's being questioned and
we're trying to determine that
at this point."
At about 3:30 p.m., campus
police also reported a man was
seen on campus in a black tank
top and cowboy hat, carrying a
black puppy and a large hunting knife.
Ross said the man was being
questioned, but that incident
did not seem to be related to
the earlier report of a man
carrying a gun and a bomb.

ENOCH WU

RALLYING: President Obama recently spoke to a gathering of doctors, in a key legislative push, to gain support for his health care
reform bill before the proposed bill moves to floor debates m the Senate and House

Registration
Go to: mybgsu.edu
1. select > student center
2. select > add a class
3. enroll in classes

Call the Registration Hotline:

Oct 19

Graduate Students

Get 21 , Non-Degree Graduate Students
Oct 27

Seniors

Oct 29

Juniors

Nov 10

Sophomores

Nov 12

Freshmen

Nov 16

Guest Students

U9-372-4444
i to 5pm Monday - Friday
access everything that you need, including
jfa the "Student Center"
portal.

BGSU
Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building
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SIDELINES

FOOTBALL
Phillips rewarded
for strong kicking
Jerry Phillips (above) earned
his second Mid-American
Conference East Division
Special Teams Player of the
Week award yesterday. In a
44-57 loss to Ohio Saturday,
Phillips was perfect on field
goals (33.33, and 31 yards)
and also added four PATs.
That performance came after
Phillips had been slumping,
making just one of his four
attempts in the two games
before.

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
wvm.twiner.com/b9newssp0rts

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1995-The Colorado
Avalanche beat the Detroit
Redwings in their first NHL
game.
1985-HallofFame
pitcher Phil Niekro, at age 46,
becomes the oldest to throw
a shutout
1963-The New York
Yankees sweep the Brooklyn
Dodgers in the World Series.

The List
Senior quarterback Tyler
Sheehan said he believes the
team can still win the MAC
championship. Here are the
five toughest games
remaining on BG's schedule:

1. Central Michigan:
BG faces Central Michigan
at home on Oct. 24. The
Chippewas are currently at
4-1 and the favorites to win
the MAC tide.
2. Toledo: The Rockets
have added some offensive
punch to their squad this
year. Aaron Opelt is picking
defense apart and will likely
be doing so Nov. 27 when
Toledo invades the Doyt

3. Buffalo: BG has to
travel to Buffalo on a Tuesday
night The Nov. 3 matchup
will be a tough one for BG.

4. Ball State: Theresa
chance Ball State will still be
winless and hungry for that
first victory Oct 17 when BG
travels there.
5.Miami:TheRedHawks
are bad news this season, but
an away game on a Thursday
night (Nov. 12) is a challenge
for any team.

Men's soccer hosting Valparaiso
By John Lopez
Reporter

"Valpo is a good
team, and we need

Junior Thomas McLean knows
the men's soccer squad needs to
to battle for 90
turn 11 around and gel a positive
result after starting the season
full minutes. If we
1-6-2.
"We need to work hard and
do that, we can be
continue to play the game the
right way," McLean said.
successful. We can't
McLean has heen doing his
hest to play the game the right
just give up an entire
way this season, taking 11 shots
and assisting on one goal. Not
half like we did on
only that, coach Eric Nichols
has heen able to play the junior
Saturday."
CHBISIIMA MCGIHWIS I MBGNEWS
all over the pilch this season,
something McLean appreci- OUT: Cameron Hepple will miss his fourth
straight gome this afternoon.
Jacob Lawrence | Captain
ates.
"I have always heen moved
Cameron Hepple unavailable,
around," McLean said. "I take their home record to 1-1-1.
it as a compliment thai the
Captain Jacob Lawrence we need other people to step up,"
coaches trust me to play differ- believes that lessons learned assistant coach Paul Habrecht
from last weekend's loss said. "We need someone to go
ent positions."
Nichols will need McLean will help the team in today's out and say '1 am going to be.
the guy to make the difference.'
and the rest of the team to play matchup.
"We need to bring our A-game," Training was excellent today
their hest today to secure a victory against visiting Valparaiso Lawrence said. "Valpo is a good and the guys have been really
team and we need 10 battle for optimistic."
(4-5-11.
Hepple is out for the fourth
Coining off an uninspiring 90 full minutes. If we do that,
performance against confer- we can be successful. We can't straight game today. The
ence rival Western Michigan just give up an entire half like senior had scored five goals
in the first seven games of the
Saturday, the Falcons will look we did on Saturday."
Although the Falcons' effort year.
to turn their season around
The Falcons will have nine
and team chemistry on the field
with a victory.
Valparaiso was able to defeat are miles ahead of last year's days off after today's game
the Broncos last week, some- squad, the team is still strug- before the team goes back to
Mid-American Conference play
thing the Falcons were unable gling to find results.
"When we have someone like and travels to Buffalo.
to do, losing 1-0 and dropping

RYANPIRoi
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DOUBLES: The Falcons continued to have success in doubles this past weekend at
Cincinnati

Teammates battle in doubles
while tennis team finds success
By Morgan Carlson
Reporter

This past weekend, BO tennis
players Jade Johnson and Katie
Grubb went head-to-head
against teammates Jessica
Hasdale and Mary-Catherine
Beck in doubles during the
Queen City Invitational in
Cincinnati.
Though Johnson and Grubb
beat their teammates in the
tournament, Johnson says the
competition stayed friendly.
"When Katie and I had to play
Jess and Mary, it felt like we were
just playing at practice," Johnson

said. "But it was fun to be playing in a more competitive atmosphere other than just at practice."
For those not playing in the
head-to-head Falcon match up,
it was great to be able to cheer on
both sides of the net, according
to Christine Chiricosta.
"|The null 11 was not that
big of a deal to us because our
practices are really competitive,"
Chircosta said. "No one wants
to see anyone lose on the team
and we just cheered for everySee TENNIS |
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20 Questions with freshman Salyer
By Brad Frank
Reporter
Freshman cross country runner Jason Salyer has placed third on the team
in the first three meets so far this season as a freshman. He finished sixth at
the 5K dual meet at Toledo to open the season. 12th among Division I runners at the 8K Mel 8rodt Invitational and 93rd overall at the 8K lona Meet
of Champions.
This past weekend. Salyer finished 30th at the All-Ohio Championships,
finishing second on the team.
With his success, The BG News sat down with the freshman to get to
know some of his quirks, favorite things and what he likes to do in his spare
time.
1. What do you like about cross country?
I like the competitiveness and pushing my body to its potential. You can't
get by on pure talent. It takes hard work and dedication.
2. Who is your favorite actor or actress?
Jim Carrey
3. What is your favorite food?
Pepperoni Pizza
4. What is your favorite movie?
"The Dark Knight"

11. What is your favorite television show?
Lost
12. Do you listen to music while you run?
Yes. but I lost my iPod. so I don't anymore. But I listen to "Eye of the Tiger"
to pump me up.
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15. Who is your least favorite celebrity?
Tim Tebow
16. What do you like most about the University?
The atmosphere, and the opportunities to get involved in the journalism
department with The BG News. BG-24. etc.
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17. What is your favorite video game?
Tie. Mario Kart Racing [and] Madden NFL 10
18. What is your favorite song?
"Eye of the Tiger' by Survivor

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column

6. What is your favorite number?
25. because I want to break 25 minutes in an 8K race.

20. What sport are you best at besides cross country?
Ping pong.

and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

7. Who is your favorite professional sports team?
Cleveland Cavaliers.
8. Who is your favorite athlete?
LeBron James.
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5. Who is your favorite muscial artist/group?
U2
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19. What is the toughest part about being a student-athlete?
Time management. Making sure I'm giving a strong effort in practice and
devoting time to studies while trying to find time for a social life

5
3

13. What is your favorite color?
Orange and Brown
14. How many text messages do you send a day?
10-15.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

9. What is your favorite thing to do in your free time?
Anything involving sports. Either watching or playing sports.

PHIZESUDOKU.COM

10. Are you a morning person?
Being a cross country runner, I kind of have to be. So, yes. I'm a morning
person.

Indians close book on 97-loss season
CLEVELAND (AP) — Their disappointing season mercifully
over, Cleveland Indians players
cleared out their lockers yesterday after losing 97 games.
Manager Eric Wedge and
his entire staff were gone — all
fired before a doubleheader
that concluded the home season Wednesday — though they
stayed on as the Red Sox swept a
four-game series in Boston. That
pot the finishing touches on the
Indians' worst year since 1991,
when they lost a team-record
105 games.
lake Westbrook, sidelined
since lune 2008 after having
Tommy John surgery, went to
his locker for the final time this
year, his elbow wrapped in ice
after a workout. He'll report to
the team's training facility in
Arizona on Oct. 18 to continue
rehab and hopes to be back in
the starting rotation next season.
"This was a real tough year,
very frustrating," Westbrook
said. "Wedge was a good manager. He pushed me, gave me
opportunities. The new guy will
have the challenge every manager has — that is, getting 25
guys together as a team."
General manager Mark Shapiro
hopes to have a manager in place
by the end of the World Series.
The new man will inherit a young

club that is rebuilding after going
to the postseason in 2007 but faltering the next two years.
The Indians were expected to
contend this year after signing
closer Kerry Wood and trading
for veteran Mark DeRosa.
But they were never a factor.
Key players Grady Sizemore,
Travis Hafner and Westbrook
were hurt and former 19-game
winner Eausto Carmona sent
back to the minors after being
ineffective. All-Star catcher
Victor Martinez and 2008 Al.
Cy Young winner Cliff Lee were
traded in July for younger players.
"When they traded those guys
like that, good players, it's hard
to win every day," third baseman Jhonny Peralta said. "The
Indians, that's what they do all
the lime. They get good players
that are doing good and they
trade them every time.
"I don't think they like to spend
a lot money and stuff. They like
to try and work in the young
players."
Westbrook believes a quick
rebound is not out of the question.
"It wasn't that long ago we were
fighting to go to the World Series."
Westbrook said. "You realize
how quickly things can change.
With the talent we have we can
be right back in there. With the

talent we have we expect it."
Right-hander )oc Smith's illfated season epitomized the
Indians' plight. Acquired in a
December trade from the New
York Mets, he was sidelined in
spring training with a viral infection, went to the disabled list
early in the year with a strained
rotator cuff and eventually had
surgery on his left knee.
"What a year. I don't know
how much more 1 could take,"
said Smith, on crutches following arthroscopic knee surgery
Wednesday. "It was all so frustrating, but there's hope for this
team, especially in this division.
Detroit went from last place to
the World Series a few years ago.
They went from last to up top
this year."
Left-hander David Huff
believes Cleveland can win in
2010, comparing the Indians
to the 2008 Tampa Bay Rays, a
young group that went to the
World Series.
"This was a year of great learning experience for all of us," said
Huff, who led the club with 11
wins despite not being called
up from the minors until May 17.
"You get young players with talent, anything can happen. The
Rays showed that.
T think it is going to be a very
interesting spring training
camp."

LeBron calls out Edwards after alleged fight
By Tom Withers
I he Associated Press

"I've never crossed paths with Braylon
before, but it seems like there's a little

BEREA — LeBron lames called
Browns receiver Braylon
jealousy going on with Braylon and me
Edwards "childish" for allegedly
punching lames' friend early
and my friends. I have no idea why."
yesterday morning outside of a
LeBron James I NBA star
Cleveland night club.
lames said Edwards punched
Givens told Cleveland.com
Edward Givens, a friend of
Browns coach Eric Mangini
lames' and a promoter with a said he has spoken with Braylon thai he was outside greetCleveland marketing firm who Edwards about the alleged fight. ing people when Edwards
was working outside the club
"I know there is an incident approached him.
"Braylon comes up and startthat has been reported with
around 2:30 a.m. EDT.
"I've never crossed paths with Braylon Edwards; it's something ed saying things, degrading me,"
Braylon before, but it seems that I am aware of. It is some- Givens said. "He said if il wasn't
like there's a little jealousy thing that I spoke with Braylon for LeBron |)ames| or the Four
going on with Braylon and me about and personal conduct is Horsemen IJames' friends and
and my friends. I have no idea very important to me. I always business partncrsl. I wouldn't
why," the Cavaliers superstar want our players to put them- have what I have, nor would I
said after practice. "I've never selves in the most positive posi- be able to get girls. Everyone
said anything to Braylon at tions. This is something I will knows Braylon has a problem
all. But for him to do that is continue to gather information with LeBron.
"So 1 had lo speak up for
very childish. My friend is 130 on."
pounds. Seriously. It's like hitThe Cleveland Plain Dealer myself. The conversation startting one of my kids. It doesn't reported that a 28-year-old man ed to escalate. As some of his
accused Edwards of punch- teammates started to pull him
make sense."
lames said he was home when ing him in the face following back, he punched me. As long as
the fight occurred, but got a call an argument. The man said I've known Braylon, I've allowed
from Givens telling him about it Edwards hit him with a closed him and his friends to come
fist. He said he suffered a black into our events free of charge.
at 7 a.m. Monday.
Edwards' manager issued a eye and cut and was treated at Whatever jealousy he has with
I^Bron, he felt he needed lo lake
statement, hoping to soothe any a hospital.
perceived rivalry between two
Edwards' name did not appear it out on me."
of Cleveland's biggest sports in a police report. He was not
Edwards did not catch a pass
arrested and there are no charges in Sunday's 23-20 oven i me
stars.
loss to Cincinnati. It was the
"Braylon has nothing but pending against him.
the highest respect for LeBron
Edwards was not in first lime in 62 career games
lames as an athlete and person," Cleveland's locker room during Edwards did not have at least
the portion open to the media.
one reception.
Hayes Gnxyns said.

GOALS
From Page 6

"We will see what kind of team
we have by how we practice
and how we come out against
Kent," said senior quarterback
Tyler Sheehan after the Ohio
game.
from a statistical standpoint,
the falcons are a team allowing 390 yards of offense and
more than 30 points per game,
both stats ranking in the bottom half of the MAC. from a
mental standpoint, they are
a team looking ahead and
remembering their preseason
goal of bringing lid its first
MAC. title since 1992.
But it's more than just being
focused on a goal that gets a
team to it. They have to execute
plays successfully, the Achilles'
heel of the Falcons during the
past few games.
"We need to make more plays,
myself included.'' said Sheehan.
who had a career-high 390
passing yards against Ohio.
Specifically, the defense has
been giving up too many big
plays, conceding five plays of
more than 35 yards and a 72yard punt return to Ohio and
a 71-yard touchdown to Boise
State two weeks ago.
With nine first-year starters on defense, senior captain lahmal Brown has been
busy making sure the younger
players don't get too down on
themselves, even if they make
a mistake or two.
"You just have to tell them
to keep their head up," Brown
said.
to give up a big play and want
to put their head down. But as
a senior leader and a captain, I

ENOCHWU -HF? ,Af.vS
GOAL-ORIENTED: Quarterback Tyler Sheehan crosses the goal line against Ohio The
next goal Ire /.ants 10 cross is a Mid-American Conference championship.

have to make sure to go over to
them and tell them it's a long
season."
Brown said that positive
reinforcement has been a success, hoi h during games and
over the course of the season.
"In the game, a few guys gave
up big plays and they came
back and prohibited big plays
from happening later on."
Brown said. "1 think there's a
pretty positive reaction to the
approach we're taking.''
While the players are encouraging each other, coach Dave
Clawson has the task of righting the ship before it's loo late.
His philosophy to do so is a
simple one.
"It's a one-game season for
us." Clawson said yesterday
during the MAC teleconference.
The Ohio game was extremely
important, this game is very
Important and the next game
will be important."
The players share the same
mindset, knowing for a MAC
championship to happen, they

BG's remaining schedule
•Oct. 10 at Kent State
•Oct. 17 at Ball State
•Oct. 24 vs. Central Michigan
•Nov. 3 at Buffalo
•Nov. 12 at Miami
•Nov. 20 vs. Akron
•Nov. 27 vs. Toledo

TENNIS
From Page 6

one. We looked at it as a good
thing since both sets of girls had
advanced to this point in the
tournament."
Cirubb, a freshman, not only
won the doubles match against
her teammates, but also won
her singles flight championship as well. In the championship round. Grubb lost only one
game in her 6-0,(i-l win against
Ball State.
EasdaleandMaddyEccleston
also advanced to the championship round before being
defeated and taking Ihe second
place crowns al the C and B
flights, respectively.
Team scores were not kept
at ihe tournament, which fvas

will probably need to win all
seven remaining games.
"We know the season's not
over," Sheehan said. "Being
1-4 in Ihe MAC pretty much
ensures thai we have to at least
win the resi of our games probably. That's possible and I think
we have Ihe team mindset that
that's possible."
It will be a lough road if that
is to happen, as B( i is scheduled
lo face Central Michigan 14-11
and Toledo (3-2) at home, while
also having lo travel lo Buffalo
on a Tuesday and Miami on a
Thursday in November.
But so long as the players
continue to encourage each
other after they make a miss
an assignment or allow a big
play. Sheehan believes ihe season may pan out better than il
has thus far.
"If we get down on each other
and we don't support eacli
other, then those plays aren't
going lo be made and our season's not going to turn out like
we want it." Sheehan said.
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"We faced some challenges with it being the
first time for us traveling this year. We also
played indoors for the first time this season
on a faster surface than we're used to."
Christine Chiricosta | Player

held at the Queen City Racquet
Club. In individual play at the
three-day tournament, the
women went 21-8 in singles
and 6-5 i n doubles. The doubles
record counts both Ihe win and
Ihe loss the resulted from the
dual team falcon match.
Chiricosta said thai the team
had lo overcome some obstacles
but came out strong in the end.
"I think we look really tough,"
Chiricosta said. "We faced some
challenges with il being Ihe

first lime for us traveling this
year. We also played indoors
for the first time this season
on a faster surface than we're
used to. We've been practicing on a slower surface at |the
Perrysburg Tennis Center! and
we had to go adjust but everyone did really well."
The women will complete
their fall schedule when they
head to Nashville Tenn., for the
Belmonl Invitational on Oct. 23
to 34.

ODD NEWS
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The Daily Crossword Fix

ODD NEWS BRIEFS
Florida man back in
jail just days after
2-year stint

Florida woman hurt
trying to 'save' wild
emu

ORLANDO. Fla(AP)-A
24-year-old Florida man is back in
jail. |ust days after he became a free
man following a two-year sentence
Douglas Martin told investigators
he was broke and homeless after
getting out of pil Police said he
started robbing banks after seeing a
news report of a serial bank robber
who made it look easy. Martin's previous sentence was for burglary.

MOSSY HEAD. Fla. (AP) - A
Florida Panhandle woman was flown
to the hospital after being clawed by
a wild emu she was trying to corral.
The woman, who was not identified,
purportedly wanted to take it to
an animal shelter An emergency
responder said the incident didn't
seem like an attack - the animal
was just trying to protect itself.

Poke believe Martin robbed two
banks between Tuesday. Sept 29
when he was released from prison,
and Friday, when be was arrested
just outside a Bank of America

Beaten Ohio man
shot during
self-defense lesson
GR0VEP0RT.0hio(AP)
- An 80-year-old Ohio man is
recovering from a week in which
he was beaten during a home
invasion and then shot while trying to learn about guns
Ralph Needs says he wouldn't
want anyone to experience what
he's been through.
He was tied up and pistolwhipped when at least thiee
intruders broke into his Columbusarea home Sept 20. Needs nose
was broken and his pickup truck, a
computer and credit cards were
stolen
Four days later. Needs was shot
in the hand during a self-defense
lesson A 9 mm pistol went off as
one of his sons was loading it.

The woman was treated for a cut
on the arm and released Sunday
evening.

Cops: Massachusetts
couple beat man at
KFC over slow order
NORWELLMasstAP)
- Authonties say a couple, upset over
the slowness of their Kentucky Fried
Chicken order, assaulted a man who
asked them to stop yelling profanities
for the sake of children m line. The
couple was arrested Thursday after witnesses told police the couple beat the
man as he was leaving the restaurant
Police say 51-year-old Jared
Garfagna of Marshfield punched the
man in the head, and then Garfagnas
girlfriend. 24-year-old Sara Mohn.
kicked the man The victim had cuts on
h» eyelid and wrists.
Mohn has been charged with
assault and battery with a dangerous
weapon. Garfagna has been ordered to
appear in court on assault and battery
charges
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Jumpy clerks
toss cash at
man before he
demands it

IS

WATERLOO. Iowa (AP)
- Police said clerks at a convenience store that was robbed
twice in recent months threw
money at a man in a case of a
mistaken robbery The clerks
at Five Star Snacks and More
thought they weie being robbed
last Thursday when they were
confronted by a rambling man
who had his hand in his pocket
Police Capt. John Beckman said
the clerks put money in a bag
and threw it the man who left
it alone and walked out of the
store.

Cat survives after
being shot in head
with arrow
LEARNED. Miss. (AP) - BC
the cat survived, but likely used
up one of his nine lives when
someone shot an arrow through
his head The 2-year-old gray
and white tabby came home
one day last week looking like he
was doing a bad imitation of the
Steve Martin skit from the 1970s.
BCs arrow was pointing front-toback rather than side-to-side.
Owner Randolph Henderson
told WLBT-TV of Jackson that
BC was walking and meowing,
but was having trouble eating
because the arrow kept bumping
the cat food bowl.
Dr. Troy Majure. the veterinarian who removed the arrow, said
it chipped BCs skull and somehow arched over the brain
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1 Night twinkler
2 Half of Mork's signotf
3 Cardiologist's tests, for
short
4 Pee Wee of the '40s-'50s
Dodgers
5 Catch-22
6 Univ. military org.
7 Barber's concern
8 Conductor Klemperer
9 Suspected Soviet spy of
the McCarthy era
31 Water, in Cannes
10 constrictor
32 Watch display, for
11 TV forensic drama
short
12 Obama. before he
34 It's rolled out for
became pres.
celebs
14 Blended icecream
37 "The Raven" writer
drinks
38 Utah's capital: Abbr.
18 Inundated
41 Like bks. with pic20 Lucy of "Kill Bill"
tures
23 Do a smith's job
42 Clothes
24 _ Joy: candy bar
44 Rugged ridge
25 Lost speed
45 Speaker's amplifying
26 Scarlet letter, e.g.
aid, briefly
27 Stomach acid problem 4g Video game pioneer
28 Formal words of con- 51 Boutique
fession
Old Roman attire
30 Bit of mudslinging
British title
Feds under Ness
Marathoner's bane
Moisten, as a stamp
Onetime Leno announcer Hall
Body shop nos.
The "A" in "CAT scan"
Cubs, on scoreboards
Philbin's sidekick
Massage
Steal a herd
Get older
Gambling metaphor for a risky
venture
ANSWERS
Harold of "Ghostbusters"
Gigantic
1 3 a 1
Storybook monster
V
s X U 1 i
Standing upnght
H D o|3 D n H
1 0 3 a 3
"Yeah, sure!"
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ACROSS
1 Bergen's dummy Mortimer
6 Letter after pi
9 Preschool lessons
13 George who played Sulu on "Star
Trek"
14 Castle protection
15 Finish second
16 Halo wearer
17 Quarreling once more
19 "A Beautiful Mind" star
21 Give oft
22 Elegant tapestry
26 _ Lanka
29 Certain mollusk's protection
33 Colorful aquarium fish
35 Tough-guy trait
36 "_ Only Have Love": Jacques
Brel song
37 Pretentious one
39 Broadway event
40 Bloom with sword-shaped leaves
42 With a single voice

43
46
47
48
50
57
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
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TAC0 TUESDAY
On Tuesdays for a limited time
at the Bowling Green location,
enjoy 2 tacos for only $3!
BOWLING GREEN 129 S. Main St.

Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with any other offer. Limit 4 tacos per customer.

Vampires vow till death
do us part at wedding
Couple dresses up as vampires for their scare-emoney at haunted house
COLUMBIA STATION. Ohio
(API — An Ohio bride and
ghoul have vowed to love each
other and haunt and howl at the
moon together at a llalloweenthetned wedding.
Sixty-one-year-old
lack
llolsinger and 44-year-old
Connie Spitznagel were both

made up as pale-faced vampires for their scare-emoney
Saturday night at a haunted
house near Cleveland. The two
chose the location because it's
operated by the same people
who own a campground where
the couple met.
llolsinger arrived in a coffin

inside a hearse, and the coffin was carried to the altar by
six pallbearers. Minister Greg
Kopp was dressed as lason in
the "Friday the Kith" movies.
After the vows were exchanged,
he ordered llolsinger not to kiss
his new bride but instead to bite
her on the neck.

For Rent
Ih» Bfl Newa w» not ta*wrtnfty a.t*pt «dwilwmvnii that diacrtmlnatr, ot encourage dii
crimination asatntl any IndfvtduaJ or group
on (he bull of race, aex color, creed, religion,
national origin. Msual orientation dltabUIIy.
■tatua w a wrteran. or on (he baah of any other
legally protected ttaiui

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Experienced web designer needed,
internet advertising exp. pref.
Send samples 8 resume to:
jobs@savageconsulting.com

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.

Findlay art league photographer is
looking tor nicely toned female
models, petite models welcome.
$15/hr. minimum 4-6hrs.
Call 419-424-1448

1 or 2 BR apt. avail NOW!
Long or short term lease.
Call 419-354-9740
2 bdrm apt low as 499 00,
2 blocks fr univ, also 1/1/10-2 apts,
EH t Rms low as $225
Cartyrentals com/ 419-353-0325.
Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck.
close to campus, yr lease,
$350/mo ♦ elec, call 419-654-5716.
Now already signing 10-11 sy leases
many more houses and apts avail
Cartyrentals.com 419-353-0325
Quiet upstairs 2 BR duplex, living rm.
lull bath, kitchen/dinette. S400/mo.
Year lease Call 419-654-5716.

For Rent

Subleaser needed,
clost to campus.
Call 419-307-5869

"Across trom Kohl Hall, HUGE 2br
Apt. Great view of 8GSU Ig kitch,
dining rm. new carpet, free otf-st
park. $595'mo. Call 614-668-1116.

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

visit us and give us your input @

BGVlews
IVYWOODAPTM

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
» Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community*
* Gas included *

SXCHU

•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrance

Located at:

EHO

cormorantco.com

l\J?

SPECIAL RATES
FOR OCTOBER!

•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available ]

,419-352-7691

tan*
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300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
4 19-352-6 .{.•{.-,

BG1CARD

KWNNIWIOVI UA1 liTAli, INC.
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)

Man shoots neighbor over leaf disposal dispute
BOSTON (API —A man pleaded
not guilty to armed assault with
intent tomurderafterpolicesaid
he shot his neighbor over a leafdumping dispute. Christopher
Leonard was released yesterday
on S20,(KX) bail following his
arraignment in Quincy District
Court. Police said the 38-year;

old shot his neighbor John Rota
in the stomach Friday when
they got into an argument over
the disposal of leaves near their
Randolph homes.
Authorities said Rota was
taken to Boston Medical Center
and later released.
Rota told police that Leonard

always carried his gun, even
when cutting the lawn or playing with the kids in the yard.
Norfolk County District
Attorney's Office said Leonard
is moving out of the Randolph
home.
It was unclear if Leonard had
hiiji'd an attorney.

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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